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On selectivity and advantage

‘51. According to settled case‐law, the classification as aid within the
meaning of Article 107(1) TFEU requires that all the conditions set out
in that provision are fulfilled. Thus, for a measure to be classified as
State aid, first, there must be an intervention by the State or through
State resources; second, the intervention must be liable to affect trade
between Member States; third, it must confer an advantage on the
recipient; fourth, it must distort or threaten to distort competition’

Case T‐499/10, MOL
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Two routes, one destination

• A finding that a measure amounts to a selective advantage can follow 
two different routes

• A form‐based route, which consists in establishing, in light of the ‘three‐step
test’, whether there is a formal derogation from a reference system

• An effects‐based route, under which effects, as opposed to formal aspects,
are relevant



Two routes, one destination

‘128. In such cases, the selectivity of the measures should normally be assessed by means
of a three‐step analysis. First, the system of reference must be identified. Second, it
should be determined whether a given measure constitutes a derogation from that system
insofar as it differentiates between economic operators who, in light of the objectives
intrinsic to the system, are in a comparable factual and legal situation. Assessing whether a
derogation exists is the key element of this part of the test and allows a conclusion to be
drawn as to whether the measure is prima facie selective. If the measure in question does
not constitute a derogation from the reference system, it is not selective. However, if it
does (and therefore is prima facie selective), it needs to be established, in the third step of
the test, whether the derogation is justified by the nature or the general scheme of the
reference) system’.

Commission Notice on the notion of aid



Two routes, one destination

‘92. Such an interpretation of the selectivity criterion would
require, contrary to the case‐law cited in paragraph 87 above,
that in order for a tax system to be classifiable as “selective” it
must be designed in accordance with a certain regulatory
technique; the consequence of this would be that national tax
rules fall from the outset outside the scope of control of State
aid merely because they were adopted under a different
regulatory technique although they produce the same effects
in law and/or in fact’.

Joined Cases C‐106/09 and C‐107/09 P, Gibraltar



Two routes, one destination

• The coexistence of the two routes gives rise to a number of questions:
• Are the two approaches compatible or at odds with each other?
• Is the choice of the approach to take in a given case a matter of discretion, or
is there a set of criteria to be followed?

• Does the coexistence of the two routes not lead to an instance in which, one
way or the other, selectivity can always be established?

More generally: can we make sense of the notion of selectivity with
the coexistence of these two approaches?



Two routes, one destination

‘‘129. [I]n certain exceptional cases it is not sufficient to examine
whether a given measure derogates from the rules of the reference
system as defined by the Member State concerned. It is also necessary
to evaluate whether the boundaries of the system of reference have
been designed in a consistent manner or, conversely, in a clearly
arbitrary or biased way, so as to favour certain undertakings which are
in a comparable situation with regard to the underlying logic of the
system in question’

Commission Notice on the notion of aid



Two routes, one destination

‘77. Indeed, while it is not always necessary that a tax measure, in
order for it to be established that it is selective, should derogate from
an ordinary tax system, the fact that it can be so characterised is highly
relevant in that regard where the effect of that measure is that two
categories of operators are distinguished and are subject, a priori, to
different treatment, namely those who fall within the scope of the
derogating measure and those who continue to fall within the scope of
the ordinary tax system, although those two categories are in a
comparable situation in the light of the objective pursued by that
system’

Joined Cases C‐20/15 P and C‐21/15 P, World Duty Free



Two routes, one destination

‘78. Contrary to what was held by the General Court in the judgments
under appeal, neither can it be required of the Commission, in order to
establish the selectivity of such a measure, that it should identify
certain specific features that are characteristic of and common to the
undertakings that are the recipients of the tax advantage, by which
they can be distinguished from those undertakings that are excluded
from the advantage’

Joined Cases C‐20/15 P and C‐21/15 P, World Duty Free



Two routes, one destination

‘Under the tax, companies in the retail sector would pay a monthly tax to the
State based on their turnover from retail sales. In particular, the retail tax
features a progressive rate structure with three different brackets and rates:
• a tax rate of 0% applies to the part of the company’s monthly turnover
below PLN 17 million (approximately €3.92 million),

• a tax rate of 0.8% is levied on the part of the company’s monthly turnover
between PLN 17 million and PLN 170 million (approximately €39.2 million),
and

• a tax rate of 1.4% is levied on the part of the company’s monthly turnover
above PLN 170 million’

Press release IP/16/3104 (Polish retail tax)
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The boundaries of the comparable

• A recurrent issue has emerged from the application of the ‘three‐
step’ test in practice

• When establishing selectivity, a central question is whether firms in a
‘comparable factual and legal situation’ are treated differently

• The exercise is undertaken on a case‐by‐case basis, in light of the objectives
pursued by the measure

• Accordingly, two undertakings may be in a comparable situation in relation to
one measure, but not in relation to other measures



The boundaries of the comparable

’59. In that regard, it must be stated, first, that the identification of the factual and legal
situation of Black Cabs and minicabs cannot be confined to that prevailing in the market
sector in which those two categories of conveyors of passengers are in direct competition,
namely the pre‐booking sector. It cannot seriously be doubted that all the journeys made
by Black Cabs and minicabs are liable to affect the safety and efficiency of the transport
system on all the road traffic routes in London.
60. Secondly, it must be taken into consideration that, by virtue of their legal status, only
Black Cabs can ply for hire; they are subject to the rule of ‘compellability’; they must be
recognisable and capable of conveying persons in wheelchairs, and their drivers must set
the fares for their services by means of a taxi meter and have a particularly thorough
knowledge of the city of London.
61. It follows that Black Cabs and minicabs are in factual and legal situations which are
sufficiently distinct to permit the view that they are not comparable and that the bus lanes
policy therefore does not confer a selective economic advantage on Black Cabs’

Case C‐518/13, Eventech



The boundaries of the comparable



The boundaries of the comparable

‘Under the tax, companies in the retail sector would pay a monthly tax to the
State based on their turnover from retail sales. In particular, the retail tax
features a progressive rate structure with three different brackets and rates:
• a tax rate of 0% applies to the part of the company’s monthly turnover
below PLN 17 million (approximately €3.92 million),

• a tax rate of 0.8% is levied on the part of the company’s monthly turnover
between PLN 17 million and PLN 170 million (approximately €39.2 million),
and

• a tax rate of 1.4% is levied on the part of the company’s monthly turnover
above PLN 170 million’

Press release IP/16/3104 (Polish retail tax)



The boundaries of the comparable

• There is precious little guidance in the case law about how to
determine whether undertakings are in a comparable situation

• The exercise necessarily differs from market definition under competition law,
as it does not only cover substitutable products

• The question is whether a set of meaningful criteria can be defined in
advance and thus anticipated by stakeholders

• A subsequent question is whether the Commission would enjoy a margin of
discretion when defining such criteria

• What happens if there are two reasonable ways to identify undertakings in a comparable
situation?

• Are the Commission findings subject to full review?
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Taking distance: a bird’s eye view of State aid

• It is possible to think of a factor unifying all cases, and determining in
practice whether a measure will be found to be selective in practice

• Under the form‐based approach, as in cases following the effects‐based
route, the Commission ultimately challenges the purpose of the measure

• In Gibraltar, the Commission ultimately questioned that that measure sought
to favour some firms, inWorld Duty Free, that it was an export‐led measure

• Is the fundamental criterion perhaps whether the Commission deemed the
purpose of the measure at odds with the internal market?

• This is approach could be useful to make sense of the case law, and
the implications are worthy of discussion



Taking distance: a bird’s eye view of State aid

‘The Commission’s in‐depth investigation has shown that the
progressivity of the tax rates would unduly favour certain companies
over others, depending on their turnover and size. With this
progressive tax rate structure, smaller companies would either pay no
retail tax at all (if their turnover is below PLN 17 million) or face a lower
average tax rate than larger competitors. This would give companies
with a lower turnover an unfair economic advantage. Smaller
companies should of course pay less tax than their larger competitors
in absolute terms, but still in the same proportion to their turnover’

Press release IP/17/1861



Taking distance: a bird’s eye view of State aid

• This idea would signal a gap between the rhetoric and the reality of
the case law

• On the one hand, the Court has consistently held that the aims and objectives
of measures are irrelevant

• On the other, it is impossible to make sense of selectivity issues without
considering, every step of the way, the aim it seeks to achieve

• Identification of the undertakings that are in a comparable factual and legal situation
• Analysis of whether the measure is justified by the nature and logic of the system



Taking distance: a bird’s eye view of State aid

• If the objectives are indeed a relevant factor, a number of remaining
questions arise:

• How can the gap between the rhetoric and the reality of the case law be
bridged?

• Would it be possible for a Member State to challenge the conclusions relating
to the inferred objective of the measure? How?

• What if there are two identical measures, having an equivalent effect, but one
has an objective deemed acceptable and the other unacceptable?



Questions for discussion

Can we make sense of the notion of selectivity with the coexistence
of these two approaches?

Is there an operational and predictable way to establish whether
undertakings are in a comparable factual and legal situation?

What if the objectives pursued by measures were the central and
determinant question in State aid cases?
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